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■ Overall Case Size: 173mm x 25.4mm x 39.9mm - 22.2mm Backset (7⁄8”)

  173mm x 25.4mm x 41.4mm - 24.6mm Backset (31⁄32”)

  173mm x 25.4mm x 45.2mm - 28.6mm Backset (1 1⁄8”)

  173mm x 25.4mm x 57.1mm - 38.1mm Backset (1 1⁄2”).

■ Case: Steel with corrosion-resistant plating.

  For high corrosion environment a stainless steel version

  is available (MS®1950).

■ Backset: 22.2mm, 24.6mm, 28.6mm, 38.1mm.

■ Lock Bolt: 75mm x 15.9mm. 8 Ply Laminated Steel with    

  patented Alumina-Ceramic Anti-Saw Core.

■ Bolt Throw: 34.9mm (Barbolt), 20.6mm (Hookbolt).

■ Mechanism: Carbon Steel Actuating Mechanism.

■ Cylinder: Any standard 29.4mm (1 5⁄32”) Mortice Cylinder or 

  Thumbturn with MS® cam.

■ Operation: 360º turn of key or thumbturn. Key only removable 

  when bolt is positively locked or unlocked.

■ Door Type: Aluminium only. (See MS®1850SNSI for Steel & Timber)

■ Door Gap: Maximum 3mm.

■ Two Point Locking: Specify 4015 Threshold Bolt.

■ Monitoring Facility: Optional via Microswitch within case.

■ Forend:  Steel, with aluminium faceplate.

MS®1850S Deadlock: Available in both hook and barbolt versions, the MS®1850S provides 

Maximum Security deadlocking for both aluminium swinging and sliding door applications. The 

stainless steel bolt with alumina-ceramic core ensures positive locking into jamb or opposite leaf 

and offers high security against cutting and jamb peeling. Accepts any standard mortice cylinder 

or thumbturn (with MS® cam). To ensure Maximum Security it is recommended that the MS® 

4002 Series Armoured Strikes and MS®4043 Cylinder Guards are specified in conjunction with the lockcase. 

Interchangeable without stile modification with 4710 Deadlatch. Addition of 4015 Threshold Bolt produces two 

point locking whilst further addition of 4085 Header Bolt produces three point locking in pairs of doors.

➤➤➤➤ Please see overleaf for DIMENSIONS and ORDERING
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➤➤➤➤ MS®1850S maximum security deadlock
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4104 Mounting Bridges
Round Mortice Cylinders
MS®4043 Cylinder Guard

LOCK BODIES
1850-110 ......................22.2mm (7⁄8”) Backset Barbolt Deadlock
1850-150 .....................22.2mm (7⁄8”) Backset Hookbolt Deadlock
1850-210 .....................24.6mm (31⁄32”) Backset Barbolt Deadlock
1850-250 .....................24.6mm (31⁄32”) Backset Hookbolt Deadlock
1850-310 .....................28.6mm (1 1⁄8”) Backset Barbolt Deadlock
1850-350 .....................28.6mm (1 1⁄8”) Backset Hookbolt Deadlock
1850-410 .....................38.1mm (1 1⁄2”) Backset Barbolt Deadlock
1850-450 .....................38.1mm (1 1⁄2”) Backset Hookbolt Deadlock

NOTE: The above locks are also available with Microswitch Monitoring; add ‘-02’ to end of code, 
e.g. 1850-150-02. Cylinders, thumbturns and faceplates not supplied as standard; order separately.

FACEPLATES
24-1850-010-628 ........MS®1850 Faceplate Flat Bar Lock SAA Finish
24-1850-050-628 ........MS®1850 Faceplate Flat Hook Lock SAA Finish

NOTES: To specify alternative faceplate type, replace ‘0’ with ‘1’ for Radius, ‘2’ for Left Hand Bevel, 
‘3’ for Right Hand Bevel or ‘4’ for Radius Weatherstrip. 628 denotes Satin Anodised Finish-substitute 628 with 313 for 
Bronze, or 335 for Black.

dimensions

ordering

related hardware
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Round Thumbturns
MS® 4000 Armoured Parts
4015 Threshold Bolt
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Optional 4015-18 
Threshold Bolt.

Optional 4085-01 
Header Bolt.

Backset Dimension "A"
22.2mm (7/8") 39.9mm (1.57")
24.6mm (31/32") 41.4mm (1.63")
28.6mm (1 1/8") 45.2mm (1.78")
38.1mm (1 1/2") 57.1mm (2.25")



■ Overall Case Size: 195mm x 25mm x 41mm (25mm Backset)

  195mm x 25mm x 46mm (30mm Backset)

  195mm x 25mm x 56mm (40mm Backset).

■ Case: Steel with corrosion-resistant plating.

■ Backset: 25mm, 30mm, 40mm (40mm option: hookbolt version only).

■ Bolt Throw: 32mm (Bar); 20mm (Hook).

■ Lock Bolt: 34mm x 13mm. 5 Ply Laminated Steel with 

  Patented Alumina-Ceramic Anti-Saw Core

  (Stainless steel lockbolt option available on certain models).

■ Forend: Steel with aluminium faceplate.

■ Mechanism: Carbon Steel Actuating Mechanism.

■ Cylinder: Any standard 17mm Europrofile Cylinder/Thumbturn 

  or 22mm Kaba Profile Cylinder/Thumbturn.

■ Operation: MS®2200 - 17mm Europrofile Cylinder

  MS®2210 - 22mm Kaba Profile Cylinder

  360º turn of key or thumbturn. Key only removable

  when bolt is positively locked or unlocked.

■ Faceplate Finishes: 628 Satin Aluminium, 313 Bronze, 335 Black.

■ Door Type: Aluminium or Steel.

■ Two/Three Point Locking: Specify 4022-18 (1 or 2 no.) 

  (Not available in 40mm backset). 

■ Monitoring Facility: Optional via Microswitch within case.

MS®2200 Deadlock: Retains the same uncomplicated pivot mechanism and all the security 

features associated with the other MS® Deadlocks. The MS®2200 lockbody has been designed 

to cater for 17mm Europrofile and 22mm Kaba Profile cylinder applications. The 40mm backset 

option is available in the hookbolt 17mm Europrofile version only and in addition this version 

requires a barbolt faceplate.

➤➤➤➤ Please see overleaf for DIMENSIONS and ORDERING
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➤➤➤➤ MS®2200 maximum security deadlock
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4104 Mounting Bridges
Europrofile Cylinders and Escutcheons
Europrofile Thumbturns

LOCK BODIES
2200-110 .............................. 25mm Backset Barbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder
2200-150 .............................. 25mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder
2200-150-02 ......................... 25mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder Monitored
2200-210 .............................. 30mm Backset Barbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder
2200-250 .............................. 30mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder
2200-250-02 ........................ 30mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder Monitored
2200-350 .............................. 40mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder
2200-350-02 ........................ 40mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 17mm Cylinder Monitored
2210-110 ............................... 25mm Backset Barbolt Deadlock 22mm Cylinder
2210-150 .............................. 25mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 22mm Cylinder
2210-150-02 ......................... 25mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 22mm Cylinder Monitored
2210-210 ............................... 30mm Backset Barbolt Deadlock 22mm Cylinder
2210-250 .............................. 30mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 22mm Cylinder
2210-250-02 ......................... 30mm Backset Hookbolt Deadlock 22mm Cylinder Monitored

NOTE: The MS®2200 is available with Rivnut fixing - change last digit of code to ‘3’ e.g. 2200-113.
Cylinders, thumbturns and faceplates not supplied as standard; order separately.
40mm backset option available in 17mm Europrofile cylinder hookbolt version only.

FACEPLATES
24-2200-010-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Flat Bar Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-050-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Flat Hook Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-110-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Radius Bar Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-150-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Radius Hook Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-250-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Left Hand Bevel Hook Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-350-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Right Hand Bevel Hook Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-410-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Radius Weatherstrip Bar Lock SAA Finish
24-2200-450-628 .................MS®2200 Faceplate Radius Weatherstrip Hook Lock SAA Finish

NOTE: 628 denotes Satin Anodised Finish-substitute 628 with 313 for Bronze, or 335 for Black.
Always order a barbolt faceplate when using the 40mm backset hookbolt version.

dimensions

ordering

related hardware
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MS4000 Armoured Parts
4022-18 Header/Threshold Bolt

Europrofile Cylinder Options
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Backset Dimension "A"
25mm (0.98") 41mm (1.61")
30mm (1.18") 46mm (1.81")
40mm (1.57") 56mm (2.20") Optional 4022-18 header 

and threshold bolt.
196mm long fixed arm with 
screw adjustable bolt to 
maximum of 1200mm.
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Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type: Nightlatch with Snib.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed 

and deadlocked. To be used with 
Electric Release, Access Control and 
Door Closer.

Cylinders Used: Euro Profile (including Simons Voss), 
Union Oval, Bramah Profile.

Operation: O - Key to unlock and open - Outside.
I - Key to unlock and open - Inside.

Brass Finish
B8534-410-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8003-410-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 13 77 57

B8534-400-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8003-400-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Nightlatch with Snib

O I

All dimensions are in millimetres

5

Brass Finish
B8534-510-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8003-510-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 13 77 57

B8534-500-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8003-500-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch with Snib - 3084 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-752-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-760-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-761-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-762-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-750-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-751-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 

Options Available: 



Brass Finish
B8596-510-U   45mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 65 45
B8573-510-U 57mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 77 57

B8596-500-U   45mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 65 45
B8573-500-U 57mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type: Latch.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed, 

but not locked.
Cylinders Used: None.

Operation: O - Depress handle to open - Outside.
I - Depress handle to open - Inside.

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Mortice Latch

O I

4

Brass Finish
B8596-410-U 45mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 65 45
B8573-410-U 57mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 77 57

B8596-400-U   45mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 65 45
B8573-400-U 57mm Mortice Latch - 2098 11.5 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors
Options Available: 

All dimensions are in millimetres

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-755-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

B8494-763-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-764-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-765-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

B8494-753-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-754-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 



Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type: Nightlatch without Snib.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed 

and locked. To be used with Electric 
Release, Access Control and Door 
Closer.

Cylinders Used: Euro Profile (including Simons Voss), 
Union Oval, Bramah Profile.

Operation: O - Key to unlock and open - Outside.
I - Key to unlock and open - Inside.

Brass Finish
B8536-410-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8004-410-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 22 Swiss13 77 57

B8536-400-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8004-400-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 22 Swiss13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Nightlatch without Snib

O I

All dimensions are in millimetres
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Brass Finish
B8536-510-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8004-510-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 22 Swiss13 77 57

B8536-500-U   57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 13 77 57
B8004-500-U 57mm Mortice Nightlatch without Snib - 3085 - KK or KT 22 Swiss13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-752-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-760-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-761-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-762-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-750-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-751-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 

Options Available: 



B8522-510-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 13 77 57
B8000-510-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type: Escape Nightlatch with Snib.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed 

and locked while allowing immediate 
escape with handle. To be used with 
Electric Release, Access Control and 
Door Closer.

Cylinders Used: Euro Profile (including Simons Voss), 
Union Oval, Bramah Profile.

Operation: O - Key to unlock and open - Outside.
I - Handle to unlock and open - Inside.

Brass Finish
B8522-410-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 13 77 57
B8000-410-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

B8522-400-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 13 77 57
B8000-400-U 57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Escape Nightlatch with Snib

O I

All dimensions are in millimetres
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Brass Finish

B8522-500-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 13 77 57
B8000-500-U 57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3062 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-752-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-760-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-761-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-762-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-750-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-751-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 

Options Available: 



B8530-510-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3061 - K 13 77 57
B8005-510-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch without Snib - 3061 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Brass Finish
B8530-410-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch without Snib - 3061 - K 13 77 57
B8005-410-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch without Snib - 3061 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

B8530-400-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch without Snib - 3061 - K 13 77 57
B8005-400-U  57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch without Snib - 3061 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Escape Nightlatch without Snib

O I

All dimensions are in millimetres
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Brass Finish

B8530-500-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch with Snib - 3061 - K 13 77 57
B8005-500-U   57mm Mortice Escape Nightlatch without Snib - 3061 - K 22 Swiss 13 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-752-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-760-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-761-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-762-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

B8494-750-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch
B8494-751-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Nightlatch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 

Options Available: 

Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type Escape Nightlatch without Snib.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed 

and locked while allowing immediate 
escape with handle. To be used with 
Electric Release, Access Control and 
Door Closer.

Cylinders Used: Euro Profile (including Simons Voss), 
Union Oval, Bramah Profile.

Operation: O - Key to unlock and open - Outside.
I - Handle to unlock and open - Inside.



For MD27, MD17, MD27A, MD17A, MD17K, MD17KA and
MDD27, MDD17, MDD27A, MDD17A, MDD17K, MDD17KA 
mortise deadlocks into wood

Tools required

Brace with 22mm (7/8") or 19mm (3/4") and 14mm (9/16")
wood bits
Bradawl
Chisels - 22mm (7/8") or 19mm (3/4") and 14mm (9/16")
Mallet
Pencil
Sharp knife
Rule
Screwdrivers - medium and small

If a power router is available the drilling and most of the
chiselling can be avoided and installation time reduced.

Lock

1 If only a lock is being fitted, position equal distances
from top and bottom of the door, taking care not to
position the lock where its installation would damage the
door construction.

If a lock is being fitted and a Rim Cylinder or Mortise Sash
lock, fit the deadlock 1/3rd up from bottom of the door.

Hold lock body against door edge and mark height of
the body as illustrated.

2 Between the two lines mark a central vertical line. 

On the vertical line, keeping the 19mm (3/4") or 22mm
(7/8") at right angles to the surface, drill a hole at each
end followed by a row of overlapping holes all to a
depth of 60mm (23/8") for the MD range or 84mm (35/16")
for the MDD range.

Chisel away the waste timber to create a vertical mortise.

3 Insert the body of the lock into the mortise and mark
around the fore-end using a sharp knife.

Remove the lock then cut a recess to a depth of 3mm
(1/8") to accept the fore-end. Check that it is flush with
the edge of the door.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Fore-end

1

2

3



4 As the keyholes on either side of the lock / door are not
opposite, check the approximate position of the keyhole
on each side. 

5 Use a full size print out of the template,  and, if
necessary, mount on card. Place the cut-out over the
bolt and mark the centre of the keyhole. Turn the
template upside down and mark the other keyhole
centre.

Remove the lock.

Using the 14mm (9/16") bit, drill each keyhole separately.
DO NOT drill right through, only drill into the mortise. 

Replace the lock and screw to the door.

Knobset

6 If the square shank hasn't been ordered cut to size, cut
the shank length to half the door thickness to avoid
interference from or to the key. It is critical when fitting
the thumb turn to have the connecting square shank
square in the cam. If off square it will not work smoothly.
Always test the lock with the knobset fitted. Otherwise it
may jam.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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Plain Escutcheon

7 Insert the key through the plain escutcheon into the
lock. The plain escutcheon is fitted to the inside of the
door.

The keyway in the escutcheon must be in line with the
keyway in the lock.

Screw the escutcheon to the door with the key in the
lock, use 13mm (1/2") Nº 4 wood screws. Ensure the key
turns freely and can be withdrawn and re-inserted without
contact or binding.

Slide Escutcheon

8 The slide escutcheon is fitted to the outside of the door,
to keep the dust out. To fit the the slide escutcheon,
follow the same procedure as the plain escutcheon. Fix
the top screw first, 13mm (1/2") Nº 4, then assemble the
slide, ensure that the name BRAMAH is the right way up.
Insert and tighten the other screw. Check the key action. 

Striking Plate

9 To fit the striking plate, close the door with the lock bolt
fully out until it touches the door frame. Mark the position
of the top and bottom of the bolt on the door frame
then continue the lines onto the inner frame.

Measure the distance from the face of the door to the
vertical centre of the bolt. Using this dimension, draw a
vertical line (a) measured from the door stop (b).

On either side of this line draw equidistant parallel 14mm
(9/16") apart to form a rectangle.

Place the striking plate centrally over the pencilled
rectangle and screw to the frame.

With a sharp knife mark round the striking plate and the
bolt recess.

Remove the striking plate and using the 14mm (9/16")
wood bit, drill out the bolt recess on the vertical centre
line, keeping the drill at right angles to the surface, drill a
hole at each end followed by a row of overlapping holes
all to a depth of 22mm (7/8"), then cut a recess to a
depth of 3mm (1/8") to accept the striking plate.

Re-fix the striking plate and test the locking action.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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Keys

10 Bramah locks and keys are of extremely simple and
trouble free design and since 1784 have been
manufactured with great precision ensuring the ultimate
in security.

Although today's keys are made from stainless  steel, they
will not operate if damaged or dirty.

Ensure that the slots are free from dirt by sliding a card
across the bottom of each slot.

Replacement Lock Interiors

11 Combinations can be changed without disposal of the
lock body.

Replacement and Additional Keys

12 All registration cards are maintained in 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT by Bramah.  We turn all correctly
authorised keys around within 48 hours.  All additional key
orders should be sent addressed to the key department.
Enquiries as to procedure should be placed on 
+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624).

Contact Details

Enquires, catalogues, requests for quotes and all matters
historical, not on this CD, can be directed to sales at any
one of our three business units at Bramah, 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT or by the following contact
numbers:

Lock Manufacturing - Bramah and Rola Lock sales

Telephone: +44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624).
Facsimile: +44 (0)20 7935 2779
Email: lock.sales@bramah.co.uk

7th July 2003
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For NS27, NS17 and  NS17A
mortise deadlocks into metal hinged doors

Tools required

Power drill with a set of HSS drill bits
Power jigsaw with metal cutting blades
Files 25mm (1") and 13mm (1/2"), medium and fine
Pencil
Rule
Pozidrive screwdrivers - medium and small

Lock

1 If only a lock is being fitted, position equal distances
from top and bottom of the door, taking care not to
position the lock where its installation would damage the
door construction.

Hold lock body against door edge and mark height of
the forend as illustrated.

2 Between the two lines mark a central vertical line. 

On the vertical line, measure 13mm from the top
horizontal line to mark the centre line of the top fixing
hole. 

On this centre, drill a hole in the door frame to match the
6mmø hole in the forend.

3 With the bolt retracted, locate the the forend in
position using the supplied 6mmø fixing bolt.  Check that
the forend is vertical and top of the forend is in line with
the top horizontal line. 

Draw round the forend with a sharp pencil.

4 Use drills, jigsaw and files to create a aperture that is a
snug fit around the forend.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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5 Screw the fixing plates to the forend as illustrated such
that the fixing plates are flush with the long edge of the
forend.

Insert the forend of the lock into the aperture and mark
the position of the centre of the remaining threaded
holes in the fixing plates. 

6 Remove the lock and the fixing plates. Drill two 6mm
(1/4") holes on the marked centres, counter sink and then
fit the fixing plates to the inside of the door section in a
vertical position. 

Fit the lock by screwing to the fixing plates, if the door
section is thicker than the forend (3mm) then a washer or
packing piece will be required between the lock and the
fixing plates. If the door section is thinner than the forend
then a washer or packing piece will be required between
the door and the fixing plates.

With the lock in the door as shown in 6 and the bolt
pointing left, measure from the bottom of the forend
48mm (17/8") then square across from the face of the
forend measure 22mm (7/8") and mark the centre of the
keyhole. For the reverse keyhole, measure from the
bottom of the forend 121mm (43/4") and square across
from the face of the forend measure 22mm (7/8") and
mark the centre of the other keyhole.

Remove the lock.

Using the 14mm (9/16") bit, drill each keyhole separately.
DO NOT drill right through, only drill into the section. 

Replace the lock and screw to the fixing plates.

Plain Escutcheon

7 Insert the key through the plain escutcheon into the
lock. The plain escutcheon is fitted to the inside of the
door.

The keyway in the escutcheon must be in line with the
keyway in the lock.

Mark the position of the fixing holes in the escutcheon
with the key in the lock. Remove the lock. Drill 3mm (1/8")
diameter holes on these centres (29mm) and use 13mm
(1/2") Nº 4 self tapping screws supplied to fix the
escutcheon to the aluminium backing plate. Ensure the
key turns freely and can be withdrawn and re-inserted
without contact or binding.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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Slide Escutcheon

8 The slide escutcheon is fitted to the outside of the door,
to keep the dust out. To fit the the slide escutcheon,
follow the same procedure as the plain escutcheon. Fix
the top screw first, 13mm (1/2") Nº 4 self tapping, then
assemble the slide, ensure that the name BRAMAH is the
right way up. Insert and tighten the other screw. Check
the key action. 

Striking Plate (optional extra)

9 To fit the striking plate, close the door with the lock bolt
fully out until it touches the door frame. Mark the position
of the top of the forend on the door frame then continue
the line onto the edge of the frame.

Measure the distance from the face of the door to the
vertical centre of the bolt. Using this dimension (x)
measured from the same face, draw a vertical line (a)
of the  other door edge.

Measure down the vertical line from the top of the forend
mark a distance of 140mm. Use this as the centre to mark
a 10mm diameter circle.

Align the 10mm hole in the striking plate over the
pencilled 10mm circle and with a sharp pencil mark
round the striking plate. 

Use drills, jigsaw and files to create a aperture that is a
snug fit around the striking plate.

Screw the fixing plates to the striking plate such that the
fixing plates are flush with the long edge of the striking
plate in the same way they are fitted to the lock forend.

Insert the striking plate backwards into the aperture and
mark the position of the centre of the remaining threaded
holes in the fixing plates. 

Remove the striking plate and the fixing plates. Drill two
6mm (1/4") holes on the marked centres, counter sink and
then fit the fixing plates to the inside of the door section
in a vertical position. 

Fit the striking plate by screwing to the fixing plates, if the
door section is thicker than the forend (3mm) then a
washer or packing piece will be required between the
lock and the fixing plates. If the door section is thinner
than the forend then a washer or packing piece will be
required between the door and the fixing plates.

Re-fix the striking plate and test the locking action.
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Keys

10 Bramah locks and keys are of extremely simple and
trouble free design and since 1784 have been
manufactured with great precision ensuring the ultimate
in security.

Although today's keys are made from stainless  steel, they
will not operate if damaged or dirty.

Ensure that the slots are free from dirt by sliding a card
across the bottom of each slot.

Replacement Lock Interiors

11 Combinations can be changed without disposal of the
lock body.

Replacement and Additional Keys

12 All registration cards are maintained in 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT by Bramah.  We turn all correctly
authorised keys around within 48 hours.  All additional key
orders should be sent addressed to the key department.
Enquiries as to procedure should be placed on 
+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624).

Contact Details

Enquires, catalogues, requests for quotes and all matters
historical, not on this CD, can be directed to sales at any
one of our three business units at Bramah, 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT or by the following contact
numbers:

Lock Manufacturing - Bramah and Rola Lock sales

Alpha Dial Telephone:+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624)
Facsimile: 44 (0)20 7935 2779
Email: lock.sales@bramah.co.uk

11th July 2003
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For NS27, NS17 and  NS17A
mortise deadlocks into wood

Tools required

Brace with 25mm (1"), 19mm (3/4") and 13mm (1/2")
wood bits
Bradawl
Chisels - 19mm (3/4") and 13mm (1/2")
Mallet
Pencil
Sharp knife
Rule
Screwdrivers - medium and small

If a power router is available the drilling and most of the
chiselling can be avoided and installation time reduced.

Lock

1 If only a lock is being fitted, position equal distances
from top and bottom of the door, taking care not to
position the lock where its installation would damage the
door construction.

If a lock is being fitted and a Rim Cylinder or Mortise Sash
lock, fit the deadlock 1/3rd up from bottom of the door.

Hold lock body against door edge and mark height of
the body as illustrated.

2 Between the two lines mark a central vertical line. 

On the vertical line, keeping the 19mm (3/4") at right
angles to the surface, drill a hole at each end followed
by a row of overlapping holes all to a depth of 43mm
(111/16"). 

Chisel away the waste timber to create a vertical mortise.

3 Insert the body of the lock into the mortise and mark
around the forend using a sharp knife.

Remove the lock then cut a recess to a depth of 3mm
(1/8") to accept the forend. Check that it is flush with the
edge of the door.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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4 As the keyholes on either side of the lock / door are not
opposite, check the approximate position of the keyhole
on each side. 

5 Use a full size print out of the template and, if
necessary, mount on card. Place the cut-out over the
bolt and mark the centre of the keyhole. Turn the
template upside down and mark the other keyhole
centre.

Remove the lock.

Using the 13mm (1/2") bit, drill each keyhole separately.
DO NOT drill right through, only drill into the mortise. 

Replace the lock and screw to the door.

Knobset

6 If the square shank hasn't been ordered cut to size, cut
the shank length to half the door thickness to avoid
interference from or to the key. It is critical when fitting
the thumb turn to have the connecting square shank
square in the cam. If off square it will not work smoothly.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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Plain Escutcheon

7 Insert the key through the plain escutcheon into the
lock. The plain escutcheon is fitted to the inside of the
door.

The keyway in the escutcheon must be in line with the
keyway in the lock.

Screw the escutcheon to the door with the key in the
lock, use 13mm (1/2") Nº 4 wood screws. Ensure the key
turns freely and can be withdrawn and re-inserted without
contact or binding.

Slide Escutcheon

8 The slide escutcheon is fitted to the outside of the door,
to keep the dust out. To fit the the slide escutcheon,
follow the same procedure as the plain escutcheon. Fix
the top screw first, 13mm (1/2") Nº 4, then assemble the
slide, ensure that the name BRAMAH is the right way up.
Insert and tighten the other screw. Check the key action. 

Striking Plate

9 To fit the striking plate, close the door with the lock bolt
fully out until it touches the door frame. Mark the position
of the top and bottom of the bolt on the door frame
then continue the lines onto the inner frame.

Measure the distance from the face of the door to the
vertical centre of the bolt. Using this dimension, draw a
vertical line (a) measured from the door stop (b).

On either side of this line draw equidistant parallel 14mm
(9/16") apart to form a rectangle.

Place the striking plate centrally over the pencilled
rectangle and screw to the frame.

With a sharp knife mark round the striking plate and the
bolt recess.
Remove the striking plate and using the 13mm (1/2")
wood bit, drill out the bolt recess on the vertical centre
line, keeping the drill at right angles to the surface, drill a
hole at each end followed by a row of overlapping holes
all to a depth of 22mm (7/8"), then cut a recess to a
depth of 3mm (1/8") to accept the striking plate.

Re-fix the striking plate and test the locking action.
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Keys

10 Bramah locks and keys are of extremely simple and
trouble free design and since 1784 have been
manufactured with great precision ensuring the ultimate
in security.

Although today's keys are made from high tensile steel,
they will not operate if damaged or dirty.

Ensure that the slots are free from dirt by sliding a card
across the bottom of each slot.

Replacement Lock Interiors

11 Combinations can be changed without disposal of the
lock body.

Replacement and Additional Keys

12 All registration cards are maintained in 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT by Bramah.  We turn all correctly
authorised keys around within 48 hours.  All additional key
orders should be sent addressed to the key department.
Enquiries as to procedure should be placed on 
+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624).

Contact Details

Enquires, catalogues, requests for quotes and all matters
historical, not on this CD, can be directed to sales at any
one of our three business units at Bramah, 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT or by the following contact
numbers:

Lock Manufacturing - Bramah and Rola Lock sales

Telephone: +44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624)
Facsimile: +44 (0)20 7935 2779
Email: lock.sales@bramah.co.uk

7th July 2003
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Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type: Sash Lock.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed,

while allowing a key to throw and
withdraw the deadbolt and a handle to
withdraw the latch.

Cylinders Used: Euro Profile, Union Oval, Bramah Profile.

Operation: O - Depress Handle to open Latch. Turn
key to lock or unlock - Outside.
I - Depress Handle to open Latch. Turn
key to lock or unlock - Inside.

Brass Finish

B8001-400-U   57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 20 77 57
B8586-400-U 57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 20 77 57

B8597-410-U   45mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 65 45
B8584-410-U 57mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 77 57
B8001-410-U   57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 20 77 57
B8586-410-U 57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 20 77 57

B8597-400-U   45mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 65 45
B8584-400-U 57mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Sash Lock

O I

All dimensions are in millimetres
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Brass Finish
B8586-500-U  57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 20 77 57

B8597-510-U   45mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 65 45
B8584-510-U 57mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 77 57
B8001-510-U   57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 20 77 57
B8586-510-U   57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 20 77 57

B8597-500-U   45mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 65 45
B8584-500-U   57mm Sash Lock - 2065 - KK or KT 14 77 57
B8001-500-U   57mm Sash Lock - 3065 - KK or KT 22 Swiss 20 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-755-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

B8494-763-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-764-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-765-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

B8494-753-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-754-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 

Options Available: 



Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type:    Escape Sash Lock.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed,

while allowing a key to throw and
withdraw the deadbolt but allowing, at
all times, the internal handle to open the
Latch and Deadbolt in one action, in
accordance with fire safety requirements.

Cylinders Used: Euro Profile, Union Oval.

Operation: O - Depress Handle and/or turn Key to
open or lock - Outside.
I - Depress Handle only to unlock. Key to
lock - Inside.

Brass Finish
B8526-410-I   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020R - K 16 77 57
B8526-410-O   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020L - K 16 77 57

B8526-400-I   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020R - K 16 77 57
B8526-400-O   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020L - K 16 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS

Escape Sash Lock
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Brass Finish
B8526-510-I   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020R - K 16 77 57
B8526-510-O   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020L - K 16 77 57

B8526-500-I   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020R - K 16 77 57
B8526-500-O   57mm Escape Sash Lock - 3020L - K 16 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Anodised Brass Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
B8494-755-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

B8494-763-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-764-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-765-A   25mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

B8494-753-A   12mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch
B8494-754-A   19mm Rebate Set 2000 or 3000 Series Sash Deadlock Latch

Anodised Steel Finish - Only Works with Round Faceplates
Rebate Sets Available: 

Options Available: 



Product Types, Operation and Options

Product Type: Bathroom Lock.
Purpose: To automatically hold the door closed
but not locked while allowing a knob on the 

inside to lock the door with an external 
indicator.                         

Cylinders Used: None.

Operation: O - Depress Handle to open - Outside.
I - Depress Handle to open, turn knob to
lock or unlock - Inside.

Brass Finish
B8599-410-U   45mm Bathroom Lock - 2055T 14 65 45
B8572-410-U   57mm Bathroom Lock - 1055T 14 77 57

B8599-400-U   45mm Bathroom Lock - 2055T 14 65 45
B8572-400-U   57mm Bathroom Lock - 1055T 14 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Square Faceplate - Use Round Faceplate with Rebated Doors

BRAMAH - KAYE MORTICE LOCKS
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Brass Finish
B8599-510-U   45mm Bathroom Lock - 2055T 14 65 45
B8572-510-U   57mm Bathroom Lock - 1055T 14 77 57

B8599-500-U   45mm Bathroom Lock - 2055T 14 65 45
B8572-500-U   57mm Bathroom Lock - 1055T 14 77 57

Steel Finish Bolt Case Backset
Round Faceplate - Always with rebate sets - see table below

Rebate Sets Not Required 

Options Available: 



For VNS27 and  VNS27A
mortise deadlocks into metal hinged or sliding
doors

Tools required

Power drill with a set of HSS drill bits
Power jigsaw with metal cutting blades
Files 25mm (1") and 13mm (1/2"), medium and fine
Pencil
Rule
Pozidrive screwdrivers - medium and small

Lock

1 Due to the hook action of this lock it can be fitted as
illustrated or upside down so that the bolt rotates
upwards. These fitting instructions refer to fitting as
illustrated.

If only a lock is being fitted, position equal distances from
top and bottom of the door, taking care not to position
the lock where its installation would damage the door
construction.

Hold lock body against door edge and mark height of
the forend as illustrated.

2 Between the two lines mark a central vertical line. 

On the vertical line, measure 104mm from the top
horizontal line to mark the centre of a 10mm hole. 

On this centre, drill progressively larger holes up to 10mm. 

3 With the bolt retracted, place the guide pin into the
10mm hole. Use the spirit level to check that the forend is
vertical and top of the forend is in line with the top
horizontal line. 

Draw round the forend with a sharp pencil.

4 Use drills, jigsaw and files to create a aperture that is a
snug fit around the forend.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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5 Screw the fixing plates to the forend as illustrated such
that the fixing plates are flush with the long edge of the
forend.

Insert the forend of the lock into the aperture and mark
the position of the centre of the remaining threaded
holes in the fixing plates. 

6 Remove the lock and the fixing plates. Drill two 6mm
(1/4") holes on the marked centres, counter sink and then
fit the fixing plates to the inside of the door section in a
vertical position. 

Fit the lock by screwing to the fixing plates, if the door
section is thicker than the forend (3mm) then a washer or
packing piece will be required between the lock and the
fixing plates. If the door section is thinner than the forend
then a washer or packing piece will be required between
the door and the fixing plates.

With the lock in the door as shown in 6 and the bolt
pointing left, measure from the bottom of the forend
81mm (33/16") then square across from the face of the
forend measure 15mm (19/32") and mark the centre of
the keyhole. For the reverse keyhole, measure from the
bottom of the forend 109mm (45/16") and square across
from the face of the forend measure 15mm (19/32") and
mark the centre of the other keyhole.

Remove the lock.

Using the 14mm (9/16") bit, drill each keyhole separately.
DO NOT drill right through, only drill into the section. 

Replace the lock and screw to the fixing plates.

Plain Escutcheon

7 Insert the key through the plain escutcheon into the
lock. The plain escutcheon is fitted to the inside of the
door.

The keyway in the escutcheon must be in line with the
keyway in the lock.

Mark the position of the fixing holes in the escutcheon
with the key in the lock. Remove the lock. Drill 3mm (1/8")
diameter holes on these centres (29mm) and use 13mm
(1/2") Nº 4 self tapping screws supplied to fix the
escutcheon to the aluminium backing plate. Ensure the
key turns freely and can be withdrawn and re-inserted
without contact or binding.
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Slide Escutcheon

8 The slide escutcheon is fitted to the outside of the door,
to keep the dust out. To fit the the slide escutcheon,
follow the same procedure as the plain escutcheon. Fix
the top screw first, 13mm (1/2") Nº 4 self tapping, then
assemble the slide, ensure that the name BRAMAH is the
right way up. Insert and tighten the other screw. Check
the key action. 

Striking Plate (optional extra)

9 To fit the striking plate, close the door with the lock bolt
fully out until it touches the door frame. Mark the position
of the top of the forend on the door frame then continue
the line onto the edge of the frame.

Measure the distance from the face of the door to the
vertical centre of the bolt. Using this dimension (x)
measured from the same face, draw a vertical line (a)
of the  other door edge.

Measure down the vertical line from the top of the forend
mark a distance of 104mm. Use this as the centre to mark
a 10mm diameter circle.

On sliding doors with the guide peg fitted, retract the
bolt and close the door to mark the frame or other door
either by bruising or by the application of a marking
medium, such as chalk, to the tip of the guide peg. Use
this as the centre to mark a 10mm diameter circle.

Align the 10mm hole in the striking plate over the
pencilled 10mm circle and with a sharp pencil mark
round the striking plate.

Use drills, jigsaw and files to create a aperture that is a
snug fit around the striking plate.

Screw the fixing plates to the striking plate such that the
fixing plates are flush with the long edge of the striking
plate in the same way they are fitted to the lock forend.

Insert the striking plate backwards into the aperture and
mark the position of the centre of the remaining threaded
holes in the fixing plates. 

Remove the striking plate and the fixing plates. Drill two
6mm (1/4") holes on the marked centres, counter sink and
then fit the fixing plates to the inside of the door section
in a vertical position. 

Fit the striking plate by screwing to the fixing plates, if the
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door section is thicker than the forend (3mm) then a
washer or packing piece will be required between the
lock and the fixing plates. If the door section is thinner
than the forend then a washer or packing piece will be
required between the door and the fixing plates.

Re-fix the striking plate and test the locking action.

Keys

10 Bramah locks and keys are of extremely simple and
trouble free design and since 1784 have been
manufactured with great precision ensuring the ultimate
in security.

Although today's keys are made from stainless  steel, they
will not operate if damaged or dirty.

Ensure that the slots are free from dirt by sliding a card
across the bottom of each slot.

Replacement Lock Interiors

11 Combinations can be changed without disposal of the
lock body.

Replacement and Additional Keys

12 All registration cards are maintained in 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT by Bramah.  We turn all correctly
authorised keys around within 48 hours.  All additional key
orders should be sent addressed to the key department.
Enquiries as to procedure should be placed on 
+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624).

Contact Details

Enquires, catalogues, requests for quotes and all matters
historical, not on this CD, can be directed to sales at any
one of our three business units at Bramah, 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT or by the following contact
numbers:

Lock Manufacturing - Bramah and Rola Lock sales

Alpha Dial Telephone:+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624)
Facsimile: 44 (0)20 7935 2779
Email: lock.sales@bramah.co.uk

7th July 2003
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For VNS27 and  VNS27A
mortise deadlocks into wooden hinged or
sliding doors

Tools required

Brace with 19mm (3/4") and 13mm (1/2") wood bits
Bradawl
Chisels 19mm (3/4") and 13mm (1/2")
Mallet
Pencil
Sharp knife
Rule
Screwdrivers - medium and small

If a power router is available the drilling and most of the
chiselling can be avoided and installation time reduced.

Lock

1 Due to the hook action of this lock it can be fitted as
illustrated or upside down so that the bolt rotates
upwards.

If only a lock is being fitted, position equal distances from
top and bottom of the door, taking care not to position
the lock where its installation would damage the door
construction.

If a lock is being fitted and a Rim Cylinder or Mortise Sash
lock, fit the deadlock 1/3rd up from bottom of the door.

Hold lock body against door edge and mark height of
the body as illustrated.

2 Between the two lines mark a central vertical line. 

On the vertical line, keeping the 19mm (3/4") at right
angles to the surface, drill a hole at each end followed
by a row of overlapping holes all to a depth of 33mm
(15/16").

Chisel away the waste timber to create a vertical mortise.

3 Insert the body of the lock into the mortise and mark
around the fore-end using a sharp knife.

Remove the lock then cut a recess to a depth of 3mm
(1/8") to accept the fore-end. Check that it is flush with
the edge of the door.

Ensure the bolt is in the top position and operates with a
downward locking motion as illustrated.

BRAMAH FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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4 As the keyholes on either side of the lock / door are not
opposite, check the approximate position of the keyhole
on each side. 

With the lock in the door as shown in 3 and the bolt
pointing left, measure from the bottom of the fore-end
81mm (33/16") then square across from the edge of the
door measure 15mm (19/32") and mark the centre of the
keyhole. For the reverse keyhole, measure from the
bottom of the fore-end 109mm (45/16") and square
across from the edge of the door measure 15mm (19/32")
and mark the centre of the other keyhole.

Remove the lock.

Using the 14mm (9/16") bit, drill each keyhole separately.
DO NOT drill right through, only drill into the mortise. 

Replace the lock and screw to the door.

Plain Escutcheon

5 Insert the key through the plain escutcheon into the
lock. The plain escutcheon is fitted to the inside of the
door.

The keyway in the escutcheon must be in line with the
keyway in the lock.

Screw the escutcheon to the door with the key in the
lock, use 13mm (1/2") Nº 4 wood screws. Ensure the key
turns freely and can be withdrawn and re-inserted without
contact or binding.

Slide Escutcheon

6 The slide escutcheon is fitted to the outside of the door,
to keep the dust out. To fit the the slide escutcheon,
follow the same procedure as the plain escutcheon. Fix
the top screw first, 13mm (1/2") Nº 4, then assemble the
slide, ensure that the name BRAMAH is the right way up.
Insert and tighten the other screw. Check the key action. 
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Striking Plate

7 To fit the striking plate, close the door with the lock bolt
fully out until it touches the door frame. Mark the position
of the top of the fore-end on the door frame then
continue the line onto the inner frame.

Measure the distance from the face of the door to the
vertical centre of the bolt. Using this dimension, draw a
vertical line (a) measured from the door stop (b).

Measure down the vertical line from the top of the fore-
end mark a distance of 104mm. Use this as the centre to
mark a 10mm diameter circle.

On sliding doors with the guide peg fitted, retract the
bolt and close the door to mark the frame or other door
either by bruising or by the application of a marking
medium, such as chalk, to the tip of the guide peg. Use
this as the centre to mark a 10mm diameter circle.

Align the 10mm hole in the striking plate over the
pencilled 10mm circle and screw vertically to the frame.

With a sharp knife mark round the striking plate and the
bolt recess. 

Remove the striking plate and extend the bolt recess
rectangle downwards an additional 8mm. Using the
14mm (9/16") wood bit, drill out the bolt recess on the
vertical centre line, keeping the drill at right angles to the
surface, drill a hole at each end followed by a row of
overlapping holes all to a depth of 30mm (13/16"), then
cut a recess to a depth of 3mm (1/8") to accept the
striking plate.

On sliding doors drill out the 10mm circle with a 11mm
(7/16") wood bit.

Re-fix the striking plate and test the locking action.
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Keys

10 Bramah locks and keys are of extremely simple and
trouble free design and since 1784 have been
manufactured with great precision ensuring the ultimate
in security.

Although today's keys are made from stainless  steel, they
will not operate if damaged or dirty.

Ensure that the slots are free from dirt by sliding a card
across the bottom of each slot.

Replacement Lock Interiors

11 Combinations can be changed without disposal of the
lock body.

Replacement and Additional Keys

12 All registration cards are maintained in 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT by Bramah.  We turn all correctly
authorised keys around within 48 hours.  All additional key
orders should be sent addressed to the key department.
Enquiries as to procedure should be placed on 
+44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624).

Contact Details

Enquires, catalogues, requests for quotes and all matters
historical, not on this CD, can be directed to sales at any
one of our three business units at Bramah, 31 Oldbury
Place, London W1U 5PT or by the following contact
numbers:

Lock Manufacturing - Bramah and Rola Lock sales

Telephone: +44 (0) 8700 BRAMAH (272624)
Facsimile: +44 (0)20 7935 2779
Email: lock.sales@bramah.co.uk

11th July 2003
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